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Abstract
New membrane distillation configurations and a new membrane module were investigated to improve water desalination. The performances
of three hydrophobic microporous membranes were evaluated under vacuum enhanced direct contact membrane distillation (DCMD) with
a turbulent flow regime and with a feed water temperature of only 40 ◦ C. The new configurations provide reduced temperature polarization
effects due to better mixing and increased mass transport of water due to higher permeability through the membrane and due to a total pressure
gradient across the membrane. Comparison with previously reported results in the literature reveals that mass transport of water vapors is
substantially improved with the new approach. The performance of the new configuration was investigated with both NaCl and synthetic sea
salt feed solutions. Salt rejection was greater than 99.9% in almost all cases. Salt concentrations in the feed stream had only a minor effect on
water flux. The economic aspects of the enhanced DCMD process are briefly discussed and comparisons are made with the reverse osmosis
(RO) process for desalination.
© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Membrane distillation (MD) is a membrane process that
has long been investigated in small scale laboratory studies
and has the potential to become a viable tool for water desalination [1–10]. MD is a separation process that combines
simultaneous mass and heat transfer through a hydrophobic microporous membrane. Mass transfer in this process is
carried out by evaporation of a volatile solute or a volatile
solvent (water), when the solute is non-volatile. The driving force for mass transfer in the process is vapor pressure
difference across the membrane. Direct contact membrane
distillation (DCMD) is one of four basic configurations of
MD. In this configuration a feed solution at elevated temperature is in contact with one side of the membrane and
colder water is in direct contact with the opposite side of the
membrane (Fig. 1); it is mainly the temperature difference
between the liquids, and to some extent their solute concentration, that induces the vapor pressure gradient for mass
transfer. Mass transfer in DCMD is a three-step process in∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1-775-784-6942;
fax: +1-775-784-1390.
E-mail address: amyec@unr.edu (A.E. Childress).
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volving: (1) diffusive transport from the feed stream to the
membrane interface, (2) combined diffusive and convective
transport of the vapors through the membrane pores, and (3)
condensation of the vapors on the membrane interface on
the product side of the membrane.
1.1. Energetic inefficiencies in MD
There are three major energetic inefficiencies in MD [11].
The first is the temperature polarization across the membrane [12–15], the second is the resistance to vapor flow
through the membrane due to the presence of trapped air
in the pores [16–18], and the third is a conductive heat loss
through the membrane [19–22]. The majority of previous
investigations focused on the effects of either temperature
polarization or resistance to vapor flow in the pores on the
performance of MD. In the current study, both of these
inefficiencies are confronted simultaneously in one system,
and in doing so, the mass transfer of water vapors through
the membrane is enhanced.
1.1.1. Temperature polarization effects
Heat in MD is transported across the system through two
major routes [8]. Transport of the latent heat of evaporation
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Fig. 1. Common DCMD apparatus.

jointly with the vapors across the membrane is one form
of heat transfer that cannot be eliminated since it directly
serves the purpose of the process—evaporation. On the contrary, conductive heat transport across the thin membrane
and through the boundaries of the system is a source of inefficiency because this heat is no longer available for use in
evaporation. Use of heat exchangers to recover the lost heat
at small temperature differences is expensive and might be
prohibitive for commercial development of the process.
Both paths of heat transfer are the source of thermal
boundary layers developed on the faces of the membrane.
Heat transfer across the thermal boundary layer frequently
limits the mass transfer in MD [23]—further reducing the
supply of heat for evaporation to the feed–membrane interface. The ratio of useful energy for mass transfer of vapors
to the total energy invested in the process is the temperature
polarization coefficient (TPC) which is commonly defined
as [12]:
TPC =

Tmf − Tmp
Tf − T p

(1)

where Tmf is the interfacial feed temperature, Tmp the interfacial permeate temperature, Tf the bulk feed temperature,
and Tp is the bulk permeate temperature. A schematic drawing of temperature polarization in MD is shown in Fig. 2.
Given that the evaporation and condensation rates depend on
the interfacial temperatures (not the bulk temperatures) and
because the vapor pressure driving force is primarily a function of temperature, it is desired that the difference between
Tmf and Tmp be as high as possible. In other words, the TPC

Fig. 2. Temperature polarization in MD.

should be as close to unity as possible. However, most often
the TPC is lower than unity and varies between 0.2 and 0.9
[24], depending on the membrane module configuration.
The TPC can be increased by improving membrane module design and/or operation parameters. For example, by
working at a turbulent flow regime on both the feed and permeate sides, the thermal boundary layers can be reduced,
thereby increasing Tmf and decreasing Tmp . Better mixing
can be achieved either by increasing flow rates [25,26] or by
using mesh spacers in the channels to induce turbulent flow
[27]. Most studies show positive dependence of flux on feed
flow rate, yet, Lawson and Lloyd [25,26] were pioneers in
showing the extent to which mixing of the streams affects
the flux in MD. In their DCMD module, the feed and permeate streams were flowing at high speed in narrow rectangular
channels. The module was operated at very high Reynolds
Numbers (up to 25,000), and produced exceptionally high
fluxes. The only drawback of the system was that the adverse
effects of partial air pressure in the pores on mass transfer
and conductive heat loss in the system were not considered.
Martinez-Diez and Vazquez-Gonzalez [27] investigated the
effect of turbulence-enhancing spacers in the flow channels
of a DCMD system. Though the Reynolds numbers could
not be defined for the flow in the channels, it was qualitatively shown that higher fluxes could be achieved with enhanced mixing. However, it is important to note that while
mixing devices (e.g., spacers) efficiently promote heat transfer to the membrane surface, they increase the pressure drop
in the channel, cause additional heat transfer resistance in
the liquid [7], and possibly reduce the surface area available
for evaporation.
1.1.2. Resistance to mass transfer through the membrane
in MD
Vapors transported through pores in DCMD are subject
to molecular resistance by the air trapped in the pores as
well as to resistance imposed by the physical structure of
the pore [11]. Several approaches to overcome these resistances were studied in the last two decades. In the early
1980s, Schneider and van Gassel [28] introduced the idea
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of degasification of the working fluids in DCMD systems to
reduce the partial pressure of air in the membrane pores. It
was demonstrated that by operating the permeate stream under vacuum, flux could be more than doubled. However, due
to other operating conditions and mainly due to the specific
tubular membranes used in their study, fluxes were relatively
low (below 5 l/(m2 h) for feed and permeate temperatures of
40 and 20 ◦ C, respectively). Although this study suggested
a very simple method to operate DCMD in an efficient way,
Schneider’s approach was not further developed.
In another approach, which was intensively investigated
in the early 1990s by Schofield et al. [16,17], both sides of
the system (both the feed and permeate streams) were placed
under vacuum to control the partial pressure of air in the
pores. Using a flat sheet membrane, it was demonstrated that
flux increased with increasing deaeration. However, the permeate liquid in the membrane cell was almost stagnant and
resulted in a low TPC in the system, thereby overshadowing
the increase in flux due to pressure reduction. Furthermore,
it was concluded that module design is very important in
improving the performance of DCMD.
Membrane properties such as porosity, pore size, tortuosity, and membrane thickness play a significant role in dictating the resistance to mass transfer through microporous
membranes in MD [18,29,30]. Furthermore, studies [31–34]
have shown that the relationships between the membrane
properties (not only the properties by themselves) as well
as membrane conditions (e.g., compaction, wetting, etc.) are
important for efficient operation. Therefore, selection of an
appropriate membrane that poses the least resistance to mass
transfer is crucial.

flow imposed by the walls and the fluid itself [38]. In order
to maintain a flow in a channel, a minimum pressure (that
might be significant and detrimental in MD) must be maintained at the entrance to the flow channel. The pressure drop
(P) along a channel of length L is expressed as:
L u2
P = f ρ
(2)
d 2
where f is the friction factor, d the hydraulic diameter of the
flow channel, ρ the fluid density, and u is the fluid velocity
[38].
While Reynolds number, a measure of mixing intensity,
is a linear function of velocity, pressure drop is a function
of the second power of velocity (Eq. (2)), and therefore, an
optimization process must be carried out in designing the
dimensions and hydraulics of the membrane cell. In the current investigation, a spreadsheet was developed to assist in
determining the membrane cell configuration that will maximize mixing and membrane surface area but will ensure low
pressure and pressure drop in the flow channel. The program
was constrained by restrictions on channel width, auxiliary
equipment capacity, and maximum allowable pressure in the
system. During the design stage it became apparent that the
level of mixing is limited by the strong relationship between
flow velocity and pressure and that flow velocity cannot be
indefinitely increased in MD applications without compromising on surface area or area-to-volume ratio.
LEPW is the minimum pressure at which water will overcome the hydrophobic forces of the membrane and will penetrate the pores. LEPW is a function of the properties of
the membrane, the liquid, and the reaction between them, as
given by the Laplace (Cantor) equation [23]:

1.1.3. Conductive heat loss through the membrane
Conductive heat loss through the membrane can rarely
be controlled because of the trade off between a thick
membrane for better heat insulation and a thin membrane
for reduced mass flow resistance in the membrane [24]. Increasing the porosity of the membrane is a possible solution
since the air in the pores has better insulation properties
than the polymeric material of the membrane and since
increased porosity also increases the available surface area
for evaporation. However, microporous membranes with
porosities of 80% and higher already exist [24] and further
improvement may only be achieved when nanotube technology matures [35]. Alternative materials for membranes
are also not expected to improve the process because the requirement for hydrophobicity is strict and most hydrophobic
polymers have relatively similar heat conductivities [36,37].

Pliquid − Pvapor = Pinterface =

1.2. Additional design considerations for MD modules

−2BγL cos θ
< LEPW
rmax
(3)

where B is a geometric factor determined by pore structure,
γ L the liquid surface tension, rmax the largest pore size, and θ
is the liquid–solid contact angle. Garcia-Payo et al. [34] have
demonstrated that for membranes with pore sizes of approximately 0.2 m, the LEPW would be 200–400 kPa, while
for membranes with pore sizes of 0.45 m the LEPW might
be as low as 100 kPa. In operating MD at high Reynolds
numbers, pressures can easily exceed the LEPW and result
in penetration of water into the pores and termination of
the evaporation process. In the current study, design of the
membrane module took into account both maximization of
mixing and minimization of pressure in the system to prevent flooding of the pores and to achieve better performance
of DCMD for desalination.
1.3. Objectives

Two additional interrelated design aspects need to be carefully considered for MD modules—the pressure drop along
the module and the liquid entry pressure of water (LEPW).
Pressure drop is a natural phenomenon that happens when
fluids are flowing in channels and is due to a resistance to

The main objective of this study was to evaluate the synergetic effects of operating DCMD under the combined conditions of high flow rates for improving heat transfer and
low pressure in the pores for reducing membrane resistance
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to mass transfer. The effects of membrane properties, pressures, flow rates, and feed salinity on the performance of
the process were investigated. The aim was to maximize
water flux and salt rejection while utilizing a low temperature feed stream—similar to one that can easily be obtained
from waste heat sources. To do this, a new membrane cell
was designed and four membranes were tested. The new
cell was tested in three configurations. The first was a traditional configuration in which the streams were pumped
into the membrane cell countercurrently. The purpose of this
test was to acquire baseline data on the performance of the
newly designed membrane cell—performance that was later
compared with the new configurations as well as with earlier investigations of DCMD. The second was a new configuration (DCMD/vacuum) in which the permeate stream
is pumped out of the membrane cell so that vacuum was
induced on the permeate side. This configuration was used
to determine to what extent the performance could be improved by simultaneous reductions in energetic inefficiencies. The third configuration tested was a configuration in
which both the feed and permeate streams were pumped out
of the membrane cell—inducing vacuum on both sides of
the membrane (DCMD/vacuum–vacuum). The main objective in testing this configuration was to separate the effect
of mass transport due to the total pressure gradient across
the membrane and the effect of reduced resistance to mass
transport in the pores due to the partial elimination of the
air film in the pores. It was also used to compare the performance of this configuration with early studies that investigated vacuum in the membrane pores.

investigation. Three of the membranes are composite membranes having a thin polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) active
layer and a polypropylene (PP) support sublayer. The other
membrane is a symmetric, isotropic membrane made from
pure PP. The pore size, porosity, and thickness of each of
the membranes used in this study are given in Table 1.
2.2. DCMD test unit
The performance of the DCMD processes under various
solution chemistries and operating conditions was evaluated
using a closed-loop bench-scale membrane test unit. The traditional configuration of the DCMD apparatus is shown in
Fig. 1. New configurations were created and tested by altering the positions of the pumps, membrane cell, and valves
to allow the streams on one or both sides of the membrane
to flow under negative pressure (vacuum). Fig. 3 illustrates
the new configurations tested in this investigation (b and c)
alongside the traditional DCMD configuration (a).
A new membrane cell was designed to hold a flat-sheet
membrane under moderate pressure gradients without a
physical support. As indicated earlier, design considerations included maximization of mixing and minimization of
pressure drop in the flow channels (by optimizing channel
cross section, length, and smoothness), and minimization
of heat loss to the surroundings (by using an acrylic plastic
to make the cell).
Three flow channels were engraved in each of two acrylic
blocks that make up the feed and permeate semi-cells. Each
channel is 2 mm wide, 3 mm deep, and 200 mm long; and
the total active membrane area for mass transfer is 12 cm2 .
The relatively small cross-sectional area of the feed and permeate channels allows operation of the system at Reynolds
Numbers higher than 10,500 while maintaining low (approximately 10 kPa (0.1 atm)) pressure drop along the channels.
Feed solution was continuously pumped from a feed reservoir (Water Bath 284, Precision Scientific, Winchester, VA)
through the vertically oriented membrane cell and back to

2. Material and methods
2.1. Microporous membranes
Four hydrophobic, microporous membranes were acquired from Osmonics Corp. (Minnetonka, MN) for this
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Fig. 3. DCMD configurations: (a) traditional, (b) vacuum on the permeate side, (c) vacuum on both sides.
Table 1
Membrane properties
Membrane

Material

Nominal pore size (m)

Porosity (%)

Thickness (m)

Active layer thickness (m)

PS22
TS22
TS45
TS1.0

PP
PTFE
PTFE
PTFE

0.22
0.22
0.45
1.0

70
70
70
70

150
175
175
175

150
5–10
5–10
5–10
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Membrane coupons were cut from dry flat sheets and
were installed in the membrane cell. The feed solution was
prepared and heated to the desired temperature and the permeate water was cooled to 20 ◦ C. The system was then
turned on and allowed to run until temperatures, pressures,
and flow rates reached a steady state. When vacuum was
induced, pressure and flow rate were simultaneously adjusted by two valves—a bypass valve and a front-pressure
valve installed at the cell inlet. Flow rate on a membrane
side that was run without vacuum was adjusted only by a
bypass valve—leaving the front-pressure valve completely
open. Temperatures, pressures, and flow rates were continuously monitored and controlled; cumulative overflow and
permeate conductivity were recorded every 15 min up to an
average period of 2 h or until the system showed stable performance. Permeate flux and salt rejection were calculated
from the recorded data and the test was completed when flux
was constant for at least 30 min.
2.4. Solution chemistry
Certified ACS grade NaCl (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh,
PA) and synthetic seawater salt (Instant Ocean® Synthetic
Sea Salts, Aquarium Systems, Inc., Mentor, OH) were used
as the solutes in the experiments. In the DCMD experiments
that did not involve investigation of feed concentration effects, the feed water was dosed with 0.6 g/l NaCl. In the

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Traditional DCMD
Three sets of experiments were carried out in a traditional
DCMD configuration in order to acquire baseline performance data to compare with the new configurations as well
as with earlier investigations of DCMD. These experiments
evaluated the effects of stream velocity, temperature difference across the membrane, and system positive pressure on
the flux of water vapors.
3.1.1. Effect of stream velocity on flux
Fig. 4 illustrates the performance of the four membranes
investigated as a function of feed and permeate stream velocities. These experiments were performed with feed and
permeate temperatures of 40 and 20 ◦ C, respectively, and a
feed salt concentration of 0.6 g/l NaCl. Salt rejection was
greater than 99.9% throughout all the experiments. Results
indicate that flux increases with increasing flow velocity.
This was expected due to enhanced mixing in the flow
channel and a decrease in the thickness of the temperature
boundary layer [18,38,39]. Results also show that for the
composite membranes (TS1.0, TS45, and TS22) flux increases with increasing pore size. This was also expected,
simply because with increasing pore size, mass transfer
in the pores is no longer controlled by mostly Knudsen
diffusion but by Knudsen-viscous transition that results in
increased permeability and therefore a higher flux [23,29].

45

TS1.0
TS45
TS22
PP22

40
35
2

2.3. Membrane performance experiments

DCMD experiments that tested the effect of feed concentration on the performance of the process, sodium chloride
or synthetic sea salt in the range of 0.6–73 g/l was added
to the feed water and the conductivity of the permeate was
continuously monitored.

Water Flux, kg/m hr

the reservoir. The water bath was constantly heated to within
±0.5 ◦ C of the desired feed temperature. Distilled deionized
water was similarly recirculated in the product loop and was
cooled to within ±0.5 ◦ C of the desired permeate temperature with a heat exchanger fed by a water chiller (ISOTEMP
1023S, Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA). The product reservoir is a 2 l filtration flask that allows overflow of excess
permeating water into a collecting flask. The overflow
is continuously weighed on an electronic balance (PJ360
Deltarange, Mettler Instrument Corp., Hightstown, NJ) and
the permeate conductivity is continuously monitored using
a conductivity meter (Model 4320, Jenway LTD., Essex,
UK). Both pumps (Model 1605A, Procon Pumps, Murfreesboro, TN) are capable of delivering up to 2.7 l/min and
operating at temperatures up to 70 ◦ C. Stream temperatures
are measured at the inlets and outlets of the membrane cell
using two T-type dual-channel digital thermocouple thermometers (Model 600–1040, Barnant Comp., Barrington,
IL). Pressures are measured at the same locations using
diaphragm pressure gauges or vacuum gauges (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA), depending on the configuration of
the system. The flow rates are measured with rotometers
(K71, King Instrument Comp., Huntington Beach, CA) on
each side of the membrane, before or after the membrane
cell, depending on the configuration of the system. The feed
and permeate flow rates were kept similar at all times.
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Fig. 4. Flux vs. feed velocity in traditional DCMD. Feed and permeate
temperatures are 40 and 20 ◦ C, respectively; feed salt concentration is
0.6 g/l NaCl.
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The symmetric, isotropic membrane (PP22) had lower flux
values than the TS22 even though both have the same pore
size. This is most likely due to its thicker structure that
imposes higher resistance to vapor diffusion in the pores
and results in lower permeability [18,23].
Experiments with the 1.0 m PTFE membrane were
performed only in this part of the research. Despite its
impressive flux at relatively low temperatures, its salt rejection deteriorated very rapidly, falling below 98.0% when
stream velocity was raised above 1.75 m/s. This behavior is
anticipated for membranes with larger pore size in which
the LEPW is very low (below 170 kPa (10 psig)) and when
a significant pressure is required to generate a high enough
flow rate in the flow channel [23,40]. These two occurrences lead to flooding of the pores and passage of salt to
the permeate stream.
3.1.2. Effect of feed temperature on flux
Fig. 5 illustrates the performance of the remaining three
membranes at different temperature gradients across the
membrane. The permeate stream temperature was maintained at 20◦ C and feed and permeate stream velocities
were both maintained at 1.75 m/s. Salt rejection was always
greater than 99.8%. The fluxes of the TS45 and TS22 exhibit an exponential dependence on temperature—as would
be expected when considering the Antoine equation for vapor pressure of water:


3841
p = exp 23.238 −
(4)
T − 45
where p is the vapor pressure of water in Pa and T is the
temperature in K.
The flux through the PP22 membrane increased linearly
with temperature. This behavior is most likely due to the
more significant effect of the membrane thickness over the
thermodynamic effects. In modeling mass transfer in MD,
it is well established that the permeability coefficient is a

function of the reciprocal of the membrane thickness [23]:
N∝

ra ε
τδ

where N is the permeability coefficient, r the membrane
pore size, α a diffusion parameter, ε the membrane porosity, τ the pore tortuosity, and δ is the membrane thickness.
In the current study, the PP22 membrane was substantially
thicker than the TS22 membrane (symmetric versus composite membrane) and therefore the effect of the thickness at
elevated temperatures overshadows the effect of the temperature on water flux. Furthermore, the PTFE membranes have
rougher surfaces, especially the surface of the support layer,
which might further contribute to mixing at the membrane
interfaces and therefore to better performance compared to
the PP membrane [41].
3.1.3. Effect of system positive pressure on flux
In the last set of traditional DCMD experiments, the effect of increased positive pressure on water flux was investigated. During early experiments, it was observed that
the total pressure and pressure drop along the flow channel
increased with increasing flow rates. This phenomenon is
well known in channel flow [40]; however, it has not been
addressed in MD studies with regard to its effect on permeate flux. Thus far, the effect of positive pressure in MD
was most often discussed in the literature in the context of
LEPW—concerning the risk of flooding the pores in extreme circumstances. As this study involves the inquiry of
the effect of negative pressure on flux, the effect of positive
pressure on flux is also important.
Fig. 6 illustrates the flux obtained with the TS45 membrane at feed and permeate temperatures of 40 and 20 ◦ C,
respectively; flow velocity of 1.05 m/s; and feed salt concentration of 0.6 g/l NaCl. The data show almost no effect of positive pressure on flux of water. These results
were unexpected, especially in light of observations of later
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Fig. 5. Flux vs. feed temperature in traditional DCMD. Permeate temperature is 20 ◦ C; feed and permeate velocities are 1.75 m/s; feed salt
concentration is 0.6 g/l NaCl.
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Fig. 6. Flux vs. system pressure in traditional DCMD. Feed and permeate
temperatures are 40 and 20 ◦ C, respectively; feed and permeate velocities
are 1.05 m/s, and feed salt concentration is 0.6 g/l NaCl.
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experiments with vacuum in the system. The results might be
viewed as the sum of two competing effects—increased flux
due to compaction of the membrane and decreased flux due
to increased air pressure in the pores that increases the resistance to vapor transport. The significance of these results
implies that operating traditional DCMD processes at pressures up to the LEPW (135–400 kPa) only minimally affects
the mass transport of water vapors across the membrane.
3.1.4. Overall performance in traditional DCMD mode
Overall, results in the traditional DCMD mode were exceptionally high and exceeded results obtained in earlier
studies published in the literature with similar membrane
pore size and operating conditions. The independent variable chosen to compare these studies was Reynolds Number at two different feed temperatures. Reynolds Number,
as an indicator of mixing intensity, is also a good representation of normalized operating conditions in MD. The
hollow points in Fig. 7 represent the highest fluxes previously reported in the literature for 0.22 m membranes
(Fig. 7a) and 0.45 m membranes (Fig. 7b). The solid
points are results obtained in the current study using the
0.22 m PTFE membrane (TS22) at 40 and 60 ◦ C (Fig. 7a)
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and the 0.45 m PTFE membrane (TS45) at 40 and 60 ◦ C
(Fig. 7b) in traditional DCMD configuration. The highest
fluxes reported in previous investigations of 0.22 m pore
size membranes [2,5,6,10,11,26,42–49] at 40 and 60 ◦ C
were approximately 13.5 and 41.1 kg/(m2 h), respectively.
The highest fluxes of the 0.22 m membrane in the current investigation (traditional DCMD configuration) were
24.7 and 81.5 kg/(m2 h) for 40 and 60 ◦ C, respectively.
This represents flux improvement of almost 100%. Similar
improvement can be seen when comparing previously reported results [14,18,26,43,50,51] with current results for
the 0.45 m pore size membrane (Fig. 7b).
The improved performance can be attributed to several
factors. High mixing in the thermal boundary layers of the
membrane improves the convective heat transfer and thereby
maintains high temperature polarization across the membrane. The use of acrylic plastic (which has a low conductive heat transfer coefficient) as the construction material of
the membrane cell reduces the heat loss from the system. In
addition, utilization of composite membranes with very thin
active layers induces very low resistance to mass transfer of
vapors through the pores. The combination of these factors
resulted in fluxes that are 2–30 times higher than previous
investigations.
3.2. The new DCMD/vacuum configuration

Fig. 7. Survey of previous MD studies with (a) 0.22 m and (b) 0.45 m
hydrophobic membranes.

After collecting traditional DCMD baseline data, the configuration of the test unit was modified so that the permeate
stream was flowing under a slight negative pressure. Fig. 8
illustrates the flux changes that occur when permeate pressure is switched from slightly positive pressure (108 kPa)
in the traditional configuration to slightly negative pressure
(94 kPa) in the DCMD/vacuum configuration. The flow
velocity was varied from 0.7 to 2.1 m/s, and the feed and
permeate temperatures were 40 and 20 ◦ C, respectively. Experiments revealed a flux increase of up to 15% compared
to results obtained using traditional DCMD at similar temperatures. Theoretically and practically this change involves
no additional investment of energy in the process (when
considering power consumption as the multiplication of
pressure and flowrate). Thus, the modified system results in
a “free” gain of up to 15% in flux.
Fig. 9 illustrates the effect of further deepening of the
vacuum on the permeate side of the membrane. This was accomplished by restricting the flow on the permeate side with
the front pressure valve (Fig. 3b) and adjusting the flow rate
with the cell bypass valve (Fig. 1). All experiments using
this configuration were performed with feed and permeate
temperatures of 40 and 20 ◦ C, respectively; feed and permeate flow velocities of 1.4 m/s; and a feed salt concentration
of 0.6 g/l NaCl. Salt rejection of all three membranes was
always greater than 99.8%. Deepening of the vacuum on the
permeate side results in a linear increase in the flux of water for the three membranes investigated. When compared to
the traditional DCMD configuration (at 108 kPa), water flux
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Fig. 9. Effect of permeate side vacuum on flux of water in the
DCMD/vacuum configuration. Feed and permeate temperatures are 40 and
20 ◦ C, respectively; feed and permeate velocities are 1.4 m/s; and feed
salt concentration is 0.6 g/l NaCl. The reported pressure is at the inlet of
the permeate side.

The enhanced fluxes shown in Figs. 8 and 9 are the result
of enhanced mixing in the membrane cell channels—which
mitigates temperature polarization effects across the membrane; partial elimination of stagnant air from the pores—air
that poses increased resistance to the flow of vapors across
the membrane; increased convective mass transport in the
pores due to the increase of the total pressure gradient in the
pore; and reduced conductive heat loss through the membrane cell. Based on results from the traditional DCMD configuration, the flux could have been even further increased
in the DCMD/vacuum configuration by increasing the feed
flow rate at the same temperature and pressure differences
across the membrane.
3.3. Effect of high salt concentration on enhanced
DCMD configuration

Fig. 8. Comparison of positive permeate pressure (traditional configuration) and negative permeate pressure (DCMD/vacuum configuration) on
flux at various feed and permeate velocities for the (a) TS45 (b) TS22
and (c) PP22 membranes. Feed and permeate temperatures are 40 and
20 ◦ C, respectively; absolute permeate pressures are 94 and 108 kPa; and
feed salt concentration is 0.6 g/l NaCl.

for the deepest vacuum investigated (55 kPa) increased up to
84%. A similar linear trend was also observed and modeled
by Schofield et al. [17,18] who systematically investigated
the effect of vacuum on the performance of DCMD. However, Schofield et al. predicted much lower flux increases
over a wide range of pressures and temperatures due to adverse effects of temperature polarization in the module.

Fig. 10 illustrates the effect of increasing feed salt concentration on the performance of the DCMD/vacuum configuration. Feed NaCl (a) or sea salt (b) concentration was
varied from 0.6 to 73 g/l. Feed and permeate temperatures
were 40 and 20 ◦ C, respectively; feed and permeate flow
velocities were kept at 1.4 m/s; and the permeate pressure
was arbitrarily chosen as 68 kPa at the inlet to the permeate side of the membrane cell. Results of experiments with
NaCl show an average flux decline of 9% over the investigated range. Performance was similar with the synthetic sea
salt (Fig. 10b)—an average of 9% flux decline was observed
in the three membranes when sea salt concentration was increased from 0.6 to 73 g/l. In all cases, both salt and sea salt
rejection was higher than 99.85%, with the majority greater
than 99.9%.
Dissolved compounds reduce the vapor pressure of a solvent in aqueous solution [52]. Therefore, as the salt concentration in the feed stream of MD processes increases, the
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Fig. 10. Effect of (a) NaCl and (b) sea salt concentrations in the feed on
flux in the DCMD/vacuum configuration. Feed and permeate temperatures
are 40 and 20 ◦ C, respectively; feed and permeate velocities are 1.4 m/s;
and permeate absolute pressure is 69 kPa.

vapor pressure of the water decreases and results in a lower
driving force for evaporation. Correspondingly, Wang et al.
[53,54] demonstrated that if salt concentration in the permeate stream is increased, flux will be increased due to reduced
vapor pressure in the permeate—a phenomenon used in the
osmotic distillation process.
When salts are present in the feed solution at high concentration, an additional boundary layer develops next to the
membrane interface, parallel to the temperature and velocity boundary layers. This concentration boundary layer, together with the temperature boundary layer further reduces
the driving force for evaporation. Enhanced turbulence in
the feed stream reduces both boundary layers and improves
DCMD performance. Lawson and Lloyd [26] observed that
concentration polarization had almost no effect on water
flux over extended ranges of temperatures (40–80 ◦ C) and
feed concentrations (0–1.3 mol%) when strong mixing was
maintained in the feed stream.
One of the most significant advantages of the DCMD process for desalination is the relatively minimal effect of feed
salt concentration on the performance of the system. In re-
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verse osmosis (RO) operations, increased feed salt concentration can substantially reduce the driving force for mass
transfer across the membrane [55,56] and increase the salt
passage through the membrane [57,58]. The operating conditions in RO promote concentration polarization, scaling,
compaction of a cake layer, and increased osmotic pressure that leads to reduced performance. In DCMD, increased
feed salt concentration only marginally decreases the vapor
pressure of water. To illustrate this, assume a feed solution
of 70 g/l NaCl (∼7.6 wt.%) and an RO system operating
at 5.6 MPa (800 psig). Neglecting concentration polarization
effects, the driving force in the RO system would drop by
more than 85% when the feed concentration is raised from
pure water to 70 g/l NaCl. In DCMD, Raoult’s Law of partial pressures predicts that the vapor pressure of the water
in the solution would drop by slightly more than 2%.
Results at 73 g/l NaCl showed a flux decline of approximately 9%. The resulting 7% difference between the observed flux decline and the theoretical 2% decline in driving
force is most likely due to the effects of concentration polarization at the feed–membrane interface. Results in other
studies [2,7,10,18,43,59] have shown total flux declines of
13–28% for MD systems operated with feed concentrations
of 30–120 g/l NaCl.
Concentration polarization effects are present in both processes and tend to lower the driving force. In RO processes,
concentration polarization increases the osmotic pressure
at the membrane surface, thereby decreasing the driving
force for mass transport. In DCMD, concentration polarization decreases the partial vapor pressure of water at the
feed–membrane interface, thereby only slightly reducing the
driving force for evaporation. Furthermore, the pressure in
RO may decrease flux due to compaction of the concentration boundary layer and due to slower shear flow [60]; the
absence of pressure in DCMD together with high turbulence
likely mitigates the effect of concentration polarization on
the performance of the desalination process [23].
3.4. DCMD with vacuum on both sides of the membrane
(DCMD/vacuum–vacuum)
The main objective in testing the third configuration was
to separate the effect of convective mass transport due to the
total pressure gradient across the membrane and the effect
of reduced resistance to mass transport in the pores due to
the partial elimination of the air film in the pores. Previous
studies have shown that evacuation of the entire system
and operation with vacuum on both sides of the membrane increases the performance of the process [11,17,18].
Therefore, it was also worthwhile to compare previously
reported MD performance under similar conditions to the
DCMD/vacuum–vacuum configuration. The new configuration with vacuum on both sides of the membrane was
operated in co-current mode to induce similar pressures on
the opposite sides of the membrane at all points. However,
since co-current flow in membrane distillation is likely to
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expected, fluxes of water were slightly lower in co-current
mode (䊏) than in countercurrent mode (䉱). Moreover, operating with vacuum on both sides of the membrane (䉬)
led to further flux decline.
Results from experiments with the three membranes in
co-current mode showed almost equal flux decline at any
pressure when feed was under negative or positive pressure.
Essentially, it would be expected that when the total pressure gradient increases, the secondary driving force induced
by that gradient would enhance the mass transport of vapors and that the distance between the two curves (䊏 and 䉬)
would grow as the total pressure decreases. In reality, under
the operating conditions investigated, this trend was not observed. Given the complexity of the different configurations
and their impact on the membranes, the current behavior
might be attributed to effects such as membrane compaction
or swelling and their impact on membrane thickness and tortuosity, geometry of the vapor–liquid interfaces at the pore
entrances, and other physical effects. Nevertheless, from the
energetic standpoint, comparing the two configurations (䊏
and 䉬) indicates that more flux can be extracted in the process with lower energy invested.
Flux of water vapors through the PP membrane is highly
controlled by the thickness of the membrane. Similar to all
previous results in the current study, the effects of improved
operating conditions are hindered by the properties of the
membrane and very little improvement in mass transport is
detected (Fig. 11c).

90
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Fig. 11. Effect of flow pattern and feed-side vacuum on flux for the
(a) TS45 (b) TS22 and (c) PP22 membranes. (䉬) DCMD/vacuum in
countercurrent mode, (䊏) DCMD/vacuum in co-current mode, and (䉱)
DCMD/vacuum–vacuum in co-current mode. Feed and permeate temperatures are 40 and 20 ◦ C, respectively, and feed and permeate velocities
are 1.4 m/s.

underperform, due to the heat exchanger behavior of the
module, a set of experiments using the DCMD/vacuum configuration (without vacuum on the feed side) was conducted
in co-current mode for comparison purposes. Fig. 11 shows
the results of these experiments with the three membranes
at feed and permeate temperatures of 40 and 20 ◦ C, respectively, and feed and permeate velocities of 1.4 m/s. As

Although it is difficult to estimate full-scale performance
based on bench scale results, a few points on the economics
of the enhanced DCMD process compared to an RO process
can be highlighted. Pilot scale tests with a large membrane
module operated in enhanced DCMD mode would provide
more accurate data for economic analysis.
When examining the manufacturers’ performance data
of commercial RO elements for seawater desalination, the
reported range of flux is 18–34 l/(m2 h) [61–63]. Considering that the flux in most RO elements is lower than the
stated one due to concentration polarization effects, enhanced DCMD with more than 35 l/(m2 h) (at 40 ◦ C feed
temperature) is a considerable advantage. Furthermore, results in the current study (Fig. 5) show that flux increases
by more than 2 l/(m2 h) for every 1 ◦ C increase in feed
temperature.
One of the most significant advantages of the DCMD
process for desalination is the relatively minimal effect of
feed salt concentration on the performance of the system
(Fig. 10). In DCMD, increased feed salt concentration only
marginally decreases the vapor pressure of water and therefore minimally decreases the driving force for mass transfer. In RO, increased feed salt concentration significantly
decreases the driving force for mass transport and also increases salt passage through the membrane.
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If a DCMD desalination plant is operated in conjunction with a power plant or any other source of waste heat,
the cost of energy for heating the feed water is negligible
and the thermally polluted water is used beneficially. Other
sources of energy such as renewable solar or geothermal energy could be utilized to heat the feed water [2,5,9]. As opposed to warm condenser water, use of renewable sources
would involve higher capital investment. However, this investment may eventually be paid off by lower operating
costs.
Although DCMD requires two pumps for operation, one
for the feed and one for the permeate, lower pressures are
required compared to the high pressures required for RO
operation. Low pressure pumps are less expensive in both
capital and operating costs. If the enhanced DCMD configuration is employed, a vacuum permeate pump would be
utilized, however, the operating costs would still be low due
to the low pressure gradient on the pump.
The stated permeate recovery of a single RO element is
10–15%. The results of the current bench scale tests showed
recoveries that are much lower than 1%. However, it is expected that with scaling up the enhanced DCMD module,
permeate recovery will rise to a more reasonable level.
Membrane cleaning is a major consideration in operating
membrane treatment processes, and making membranes
more chemically resistant to cleaning agents is crucial
[64]. MD membranes are made of chemically resistant
polymers and can tolerate chlorine and other oxidizing
agents—making them more durable and reducing membrane replacement needs.

4. Conclusions
A new approach for the design and operation of DCMD
for desalination was investigated. It was demonstrated that
careful design of a membrane module and configuration of
the MD system could simultaneously reduce temperature
polarization and permeability obstructions in the DCMD of
salt solutions. Result have shown that extraordinary fluxes
can be achieved and that flux can be more than doubled
compared to the traditional mode of DCMD operation at relatively low temperatures. Rejection of salts is always high
in MD processes and is not affected by the concentration
of salt in the feed solution. Future research in nanotechnology sciences promises to generate new materials and surfaces with uniform straight pores in the nanoscale size. This
would further optimize membrane permeability and further
improve the MD process [35].
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